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ABSTRACT
Thi study was performed in order to test.the

authoro'S notion that advance organizers operate because (1) they -

provide stable anchorage for concepts to be learnedand (2) in order
to operate they must be relatable by the student to the new material.
To test this hypothesis the author constructed materials for ea-ch of
-ten treatments as defined by two Ie6ls of-abstiactnets of the
adVance organizer used and five ledierS,of recalling-tle.organizer to
the learner. One;-hundred thirty-two pre- service eleientary teachers

- were randoTly assigned to treatments which were 'administered in
/ 13-page booklets. "Immediately after theA50-minute treatments, a

23-item test was administered; this experimenter-develoPed test
included a skill subscale and a theory subscale with-KR-20
reliability of .690 and .665, respectively. Data were submitted to
three analyses of variance. Interaction of\the two main variables
when the skill subscale was analyzed was the only significanteffeci
(p less than .05). The author suggests thet\the advance organizers
used may not have been stable enough for the, population, and that
forced recall may have disrupted the cognitiVe processes of subjects.

so suggests that prior knowledge Imay hae affected the results.
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REC..a, OF ADVANCE ORGANIZERS AS PART OF MATHEMATICS INST4UcTIGN

George W. Bright
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Northern Illinois University

This study was designed to determine whether programmed recall of an

advancds-41nizer (AO) during instructioh,would enhance achievement, as a

result of a strengthened cognitive association between the AO and the

material to be learned. -The question was viewed as an extension of pre-

vious investigations of the effects of AO's (Peterson, Lovett, Thomas and

Bright,1973; Snider, Musser, Flora and Bright 1973) and was Considered

meaningful in working toward a solution to the problem of effective uses

of AO's in structured instructional settings.

Even cursory examination of the AO literature reveals that there is

considerable lack of agreement on the nature of an advance organizer.

Ausubel (1963) stated that learning might be facilitated by presenting

an AO prior to instruction. This organizer should be more general and

more inclusive than the material to be learned (p. 214). At the same

time, the organizer mus-oe anchorable in the cognitive structure of the

learner, for if it is rotely learned and consequently unstable, then it

cannot be expected to provide adequate anchorage for the material to be

learned. That is, the organizer must be built from concepts that are

familiar to the learner and that are at a cognitively more general and

inclusive level than the material to be learned. For example, the use

ra
of operations On rational numbers as an AO for instruction of whole
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numbers for young children would be inappropria: . Certainly such material

is mathethatically more general and inclusive, but it would probably not be

relateable by the learner to anything in his cognitive system. There is

also some question whether the cognitive generality of operations on rational

numbers is any greater than operations on whole numbers. That is, is psycho-

logical generality present in this situation even though logical generality

certainly,i0

/
Much work has been done to determine the extent to which the results of

Ausubel (1960), Ausubel and Fitzgerald -(1961, 1962), and Ausubel, Stager and

Gaite (1968, 1969) can be generalized, but in general the "advance organizers',

are too discrepant to be compared. For example, Dvergsten (1971) used a list

of major concepts appearing in the learning passage, Peterson (1971) used a

description of a puzzle, and Weisberg (1970) used diagrams as advance organi-

zers. There does not seem to be any good way to determine which, if any, of

these are ?egitimate AO's.

In mathematics concept learning the available data is very limited.

Romberg and Wilson (1970) observed an unpredicted interaction between a

prose organizer used before instructioriand the same content used as an

organizer after instruction. The organizer related the instructional con-

tent, the mathematics of radioactive decay, to simple inforMation on fission

and radioactive decay. Peterson (1971) and Peterson, et al. (1973) were not

able to replicate this effect. Their organizer was the KOnigsberg bridge

problem, and the instructional content was graph theory.

Most studies (e.g., Eastman 1972; and Sowder, et al. 1973) have failed

to demonstrate differential effects between organizer and non-organizer

groups. Other studies (e.g., Scandura and Wells 1967) have demonstrated
f
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the existence of such differential effects in restricted instances, but it

is not clear how these situations might be characterized.

The. present study. was designed to take advantage of the idea that an

AO operates because it provides stable anchorage for the concepts to be

learned-. The seeming ineffectiveness of'Ad's in previous studies might

be explained by the fact that the relationship between the organizer and

the material to be leaAed was not sufficiently well established. Such a

lack of relationship might be caused by the physical unavailability,of the

organizer during instruction, by the failure-of the Ss to relate the AO to

appropriate parts of the content, or by failure to,recall the content of

the AO. Increasing the likelihocid of recall might enhance the effective-
,

ness of the AO by balancing the suggested causes of ineffectiveness.

HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses and procedures of this study were based on those of

Sowder, 'et al., (1973). Stated'in null form the hypotheses were as

follows:

(1) The level of abstractness and inclusiveness of advance organizers

does not effect learning of the concepts of integer addition among

prospective elementary school teachers.
;

(2) 'Repeated recall of an advance organizer during instruction does

not affect learning of the concepts of integer addition among

//prospective elementary school teachers.

. METHOD

Materials: The learning material for this study was modified from that used

by Sowder, et al. (1973) and consisted of a 13-page printed booklet adapted
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from the.script of that study's TV tape on addition of integers.

The advance organizers were also taken from that study. One was a

listing of the axioms of a mathematical field and one was a definition of

amathematical system. For each organizer, three paragraphs were written

to-be_inserted in the instructional, booklet. These paragraphs were designed

to recall the respective organizer, or parts thereof, into the cognitive

field Of thelearner and to,help relate the organizer to the material to
. -

be learned.

A. test of Immediate learning was developed by theexperitenter. :The teat

consisted of 23 items, 12 to test computation skill and 11 to test reeogniti6h

4
..and- recall-of the structural properties of integer addition. These subscales

1

--.-------
were called "skill" and "theory," respectively.

Subjects: The subjects for the study consisted of those students enrolled in

two Sections of the first-semester mathematics content course for elementary

education majors at 'Northern Illinois UhiVersity. Seventy-seven per cent of

these students were freshmen, and 93 per cent were female. The study was

conducted in November 1972.

Design and Procedures: The study employed a 2x5 factorial design, the

first factor being type of organizer, and the second factor being number of

instances of recall. The two organizers were used and recalled from zero to

four times (hence, five levels for the second factor) with the recall passages

being the paragraphs previously described.



Booklets were .constructed to accommodate the ten treatments. TheSe booklets

were randomly ordered and distributed sequentially to, the subjects at the

beginning of the study. The subjects were 'told that they Would have one

class.period (50 minutes) to study the maierial in the booklet and to'com-
,

'caste the test which was included in the booklet. NO .subject took more than

4-5 minutes to complete the bnilklet_andtest. All hypotheses were tested at

the .05 level.

RESULTS_

Both hypotheses were tested forthe-fiskilin_and "theory " subscales as-

Well -as for the total. score. The means and standard deviations for all ten

oups,and for all.three scales for each group are presented in Table 1.

MOM
INSERTTABLE 1 ABOUT ARE

reliabilities were computed for both subscales and for the total test_

score. These reliabilities were as falows: subscale skill .690, eubscale

theory .665, and total .784.

The hypotheses were tested by using a. 2x5 ANOVA (table 2).

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

owir

Only one of the F ratios was significant at the .05 level. Since none of the

main effects were significant, neither of the hypotheses could be rejected.
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'A_paot of the group .means was made -(Figure 1).

INSERT:- FIGURE -1 ABOUT 'HERE

Inspection of the graphs ofc\those groups which received the AO's revealed an

unusual pattern. Five of there six_graphs were roughly in the shape of a T.

IfOne considers all possible graphs of. four points, heeding only the relative

po itions of neighboring points, there are eight possible graphs (Figure 2).

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE...... IMO

Ofthese eight graphs, two are'roughly in the shape of a U; i.e., the proba-

bility, of a U-shape is 1/4., The probability of five independent occurrences

of such an event froma, sample -of .six trials would be ,about .00465. A pattern

of an inverted U must be oonsidered equivalent to this, so the probability

islarger by an Unknown amount.'

- In order to, clarify the pattern' observed in the graphs as well as the

nature of the signifiOant interaction reportjd in Table 2", the data of the

eightA0.grbups were reanalyzed by a 2x 4 AgOVA Ohble-3).

INSERT TABLE 3-ABOUT HERE

Two of the F ratios were significant at the .025 level. Both of theae were

main effects for type. OP E).



DISCUSSION

The lack of significant main effects in the ANOVA of Table 2 together

with the existence of a significant main effect for type of AO in the ANOVA

of Table 3 suggests that the effect of the AO's among the AD groups was

different than the effect between the no -A0 (control) and the AO groups.

This discontinuity appeared in the guise of interaction in.the ANOVA of

Table 2. At the same time, the lack of a significant, interaction in Table 3,

.suggests that the statistical results are unstable and hence probably not

meaningful in any .practical sense.

One of the most intriguing results is the seeming quadratic nature of

the AO group means (Figare 1). This was suggested by the, large difference

between the observed prbbability (.833) and the predicted probability (.0093)

of-observing five U- shaped graphs in six trials. If such a description werei

accurate, then the linear model assumption of the 2x 4 ANOVA of Table 3i

ought not to be sufficient, and there should be a Signifidant F ratio for

interaction (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967, p.348). Since none of the inter-
,

action ratios in Table 3 were significant, the existence of a quadratic rela-

tionship is-discounted. The apparent discrepancy between the data and the

assumed linearity of the model probably does not warrant further attention.

In the context of the instruction and the supplementary material of

this study, there does not seem to be any reason to believe that recall of

AO's enhances, learning. It must be remembered, however, that the instruc-

tion was begun and concluded in less than one hour. The results of this

study do not preclude the possibility that recall of an AD during longer-

. term instruction might enhance its effectiveness. Tbo, the AO's of this
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study may not have been cognitively stable enough for the learners to permit

meaningful recall. The enforced recall may have served to disrupt the Ss'0

cognitive structure, and hence to increase the difficulty of usiag the al

ready Unstable anchorage.
I

The trends toward.statistical significance seemed to be more pronounced

for the subscale, skill, than for the subscale, theory. Ausubelian theory

would predict this, since the AO was at an abstraction level higher than the

concepts testedby the skill subscale, while the AO was nearly at the same

abetradtiOn leVel,as'the cOncepts tested by the the011'i subsoale.

,

Finally, covariance on prior knowledge might have 4:Tovided a more sex-1k

. tive analysis, though measuring the subjects' prior -knowledge might also ,1;Le.

/
provided additional instruction that would have overpowered the effects,of

/

the treatments. Too, generalizations of the results must at best be guarded,
A

for the processes of mathematics concept learning, among prospective elementary

school teachers are possibly quite different from the processes of other

students. The treatments did have some differential effects, and the nature

. .

of these effects should be more exiensivelystudied.

r
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TABLE 1

Means, and Standard Deviations: All Groups

Number of
instances of
AO and. Recall

.11

Scale7

Skill Theory :

a
x s.d.

__b
x s.d.

'rype of A0: Field Axioms

0
.I/

13 9.92 2.02 7:92 2.22 17..85 3.56

1 12 :\ 10.83 -1.03, 9425
\

1.71 20.08 2.54
.

2 14 41.50 .85 8.14 156 19;64 q.74

3 .

13 l\o.15 11. 2.34 7.77 ,2.24 '17.92 4.23

4 14 11.57 .94 8.57 1.79 20.14 1.70 .

Type of A0: Mathematical System

0 14 10.57 1.60 8.79 1.63 19.36 2.73

1 1 15 11.07 1.10 8.4o 1.59 19.53 2.26

2 14 9.86 2.63 7.50 2.35 17.36 4.24

3 \\12 9.83 1.53 7.67 1.92 17.42 2.97

4 \I- 10.09 1.81 8.00 \ 1.18 \.o9 2.66

a
possible score =:12

b
possible score = 11 cpossible score = 23

12

-



TABLE 2

Ti go-Way ANOVA: All Scales

Oakrce

Type* of AO..

Number. of Instances

InteraCtion

'Error

Type ,of AD

Numbei. of Instances

Q . Interaction

/'Error
=

;

SS, df MS

Subscale: 'Skill

8.60 1 8.60

16.87 4 4.22

27.74 4- 6.93

345.86 122' 2.83

Subscale: Theory

/

,

2.23 1 2.23

21.05 4 5.26
,

.

12.59 4 3.15

420.74 122 3.45'1'

7

. Total Score

iTYpe of AO .,;,

\
19.74 1 . 19.74

Nthnber of Instances 64.65 4 16.16

. / ..' N
Iiiteraction 62.03-, 4 15.51.

Emir 1084.45 122' 8.89

*p < .05
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Source

TABLE 3

TWO-WaY ANOVA: AO Groups Only

SS df MS F

Subscale: Skill

of-A0 16t75:
, 1 16.75 6.17*

'.Number of Instances 13.89 3 4.63: 1.70 .

\.
.Interaction 3 5.46.

. 1

2.01 .

itr:i.o-r 263.51. 97 2.72

. -

Subscale: Theory

Type -Of AO .

\

7.63 1 7.63 2.26

Nuiliber of Instances 20.272 3 6.76 2.00

,

Interaction 1.91 3 .64 .19

Error 327,47 97 3.38

Type of AO
m

'Number of instandes'

Interadtion-

Error 7

/`' -

47.28

63.95

17.87

835.54

Total Score

141

1 47,28 5.49*

3 21.32 2.47

3 5.96 ,69

97 8.61

-I i



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Plot of Mean Scores for Groups Receiving Advance Organizers
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